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3 of 3 review helpful Empires Past By RNJ The author born in Shanghai China in 1930 explains in the Foreword that 
this novel is based on his experiences during World War Two during which he was interned from 1942 to 1945 in his 
early teens Indeed the main character Jim is separated from his parents The 1987 film by Steven Spielberg makes a big 
to do of their separation but in the book it seems to happen as it migh The classic award winning novel made famous 
by Steven Spielberg rsquo s film tells of a young boy rsquo s struggle to survive World War II in China Jim is 
separated from his parents in a world at war To survive he must find a strength greater than all the events that surround 
him Shanghai 1941 mdash a city aflame from the fateful torch of Pearl Harbor In streets full of chaos and corpses a 
young British boy searches in vain for his parents Impri An outstanding novel a classic adventure story The New York 
Times A profound and moving work of the imagination Los Angeles Times Book An incredible literary achievement 
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